
INTRO TO ETHICS

Course description and objectives: This course is an introduction to the philosophical study of morality, including the
theory of right and wrong behavior, the.

Ethics as source of group strength One problem with ethics is the way it's often used as a weapon. It teaches
that some acts are right or wrong in themselves, whatever the consequences, and people should act
accordingly. One of the most practical applications for the study of philosophy is in the field of Ethics.
Emotivism Emotivism is the view that moral claims are no more than expressions of approval or disapproval.
There are many more ethical considerations than were mentioned in this article. And yet, if one doesn't study
ethics, or at least put together some elementary ethical system, this is precisely what one must do. However,
what normally motivates the study of ethics is a deep desire to know what is right and wrong and to be able to
consistently apply that knowledge in all aspects of our lives. In the current economy, there is a strong
incentive for laborers to maximize their human capital, independent of whether or not that decision makes
them happy. Two problems with consequentialism are: it can lead to the conclusion that some quite dreadful
acts are good predicting and evaluating the consequences of actions is often very difficult
Non-consequentialism or deontological ethics Non-consequentialism is concerned with the actions themselves
and not with the consequences. Virtue ethics Virtue ethics looks at virtue or moral character, rather than at
ethical duties and rules, or the consequences of actions - indeed some philosophers of this school deny that
there can be such things as universal ethical rules. When should I lie or not lie? For the intuitionist: moral
truths are not discovered by rational argument moral truths are not discovered by having a hunch moral truths
are not discovered by having a feeling It's more a sort of moral 'aha' moment - a realisation of the truth. Don't
they mean the same thing? State who you think has the more persuasive argument and why. LaFollette ed.
Many may loathe their jobs. Tutorial task: Rachels argues that morality is independent from religion even if
some particular religion is true. What is ethics? Practicable - moral principles must be achievable by the
average moral agent we don't want moral principles prescribing supererogatory actions, we don't want to
mistake a moral ideal for a moral principle These criteria are not universally accepted by all philosophers, as
we shall see. Treaties and agreements to prevent the proliferation of military uses for AI can likely only go so
far. One form of ethical realism teaches that ethical properties exist independently of human beings, and that
ethical statements give knowledge about the objective world. These are the questions of ethics, and ethicists
try to provide serious answers to them, answers supported by good reasons. In a society where automation
dominates profits, wealth will be flowing upward to a smaller number of individuals. You can imagine a
myriad of situations in which classification problems could go wrong because of bias in past data. One famous
way of putting this is 'the greatest good for the greatest number of people'. Basic Terminology - Moral
Designators - terms used to label actions in an ethical system 'Right' - any action which is justified by and
consistent with an ethical framework; implies an obligation on anyone who accepts the ethical system 'Wrong'
- any action which fails to be justified or is inconsistent with an ethical framework; an action forbidden to a
anyone who accepts the ethical system 'Permissible' - any action which is justified by and consistent with an
ethical framework but which does not imply an obligation 'neutral actions' - actions which have no moral
implications 'Supererogatory' - actions which are deemed good but which carry no obligations i. Are ethical
statements objectively true? Tutorial task: Rachels argues that Virtue Ethics can only be part of the story. So
good things are the things that a sensible person realises are good if they spend some time pondering the
subject. We can still reward inventors, creators, and laborers of all kinds with wealth when they create value
for others, but we must avoid leaving behind the displaced in the process. Tutorial task: Rachels discusses
three examples to illustrate the radical implications of Utilitarianism: Euthanasia, Marijuana, and nonhuman
animals.


